OUR COMPANY
About Demers Ambulances

About Demers Braun Crestline Medix

Demers Ambulances is one of the largest and most trusted
ambulance manufacturers worldwide. With 20,000+
ambulances delivered to more than 20 countries, Demers
Ambulances is recognized as a leader in innovative
products that meet and exceed the expectations of
medical emergency specialists around the world.

Through its strong and diversified portfolio of brands
- Demers, Braun, Crestline, Medix - the Company
operates twelve production and service center sites
across North America and employs a dedicated team of
1140+. Demers Braun Crestline Medix’s combined sales
position the organization as the largest ambulance
manufacturer in Canada and the second-largest
ambulance manufacturer in North America. Its offering
of ambulance products ranges from the price-conscious
value ambulance to the highly-customized specialty
vehicle. To learn more about how Demers, Braun,
Crestline, and Medix can help you save more lives,
visit Demers-Ambulances.com, BraunAmbulances.com,
CrestlineCoach.com, and MedixAmbulance.com.

Over the past six decades, Demers Ambulances has never
stopped innovating, releasing ten successive generations
of ambulances, each one more technologically advanced
than the last, improving the experience of paramedics
and their patients each time. Demers Ambulances has
350 employees with headquarters located in Beloeil,
Quebec, and manufacturing plants in Canada and the
United States.

About Lion Electric
Lion Electric is an innovative manufacturer of zero-emission vehicles. The company creates, designs and
manufactures all-electric class 5 to class 8 commercial urban trucks and all-electric buses and minibuses for the
school, paratransit and mass transit segments. Lion is a North American leader in electric transportation and
designs, builds and assembles all the key components of its vehicles, including chassis, battery packs, truck cabins
and bus bodies.
Always actively seeking new and reliable technologies, Lion vehicles have unique features that are specifically
adapted to its users and their everyday needs. Lion believes that transitioning to all-electric vehicles will lead to
major improvements in our society, environment and overall quality of life. Lion shares are traded on the New
York Stock Exchange and the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol LEV. Lion Electric, The Bright Move.
Thelionelectric.com

MAKING HISTORY: The Demers eFX Ambulance has arrived!
Since 2016, Demers Ambulances has embarked on a journey to reinvent the meaning of ambulance transportation
and design. Now, for the first time in history, a purpose-built all-electric ambulance has been designed and built by
Demers Ambulances, and in partnership with Lion Electric.
Introducing the Demers eFX Ambulance on the Lion5 Chassis! Finally, an all-electric ambulance purpose-built
for paramedics in unique collaboration with partners from the emergency health services (EMS) community. The
Demers eFX Ambulance is the result of the genius and innovation of combined knowledge and expertise. Designed
with intention: to improve the safety of ambulance technicians, the comfort of patients, and the future of our planet
- at a lower cost.

PRODUCT FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Main Features include:

Benefits of this revolutionary ambulance include:

• Range of 200 km (125 miles) on a single
charge.

• Reduced environmental footprint, versus traditional vehicles.

• Class 5, 8 700 kg vehicle (19 180 lbs).

•M
 eeting the total cost of ownership expectations, without
compromising the quality of services offered.

• 340 HP motor powered by an 800V
battery pack (130 to 195 kWh).
• LiquidSpring® Smart Suspension.
• Low floor design.
• 3.2” drop suspension kneeling ability.

• Fewer moving parts and less downtime.

• I ncreased ergonomics of the ambulance space and innovative seats
to allow better patient care and improve the quality of comfort.
•O
 ptimal front cabin design of the Lion5 chassis providing the
necessary space for paramedics.
•P
 roviding greater care for patients and improving the quality of
comfort and ride for paramedics through enhanced ergonomics.
• … and many more innovative features to be unveiled shortly!

JOIN THE eVOLUTION
How can you keep up with the latest news in Demers electric ambulance development? The latest news is available
at www.eFXambulance.com and we encourage you to join our mailing list!

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
The project Mobilizing development of specialized heavy electric vehicles
(MOBEL) of which Demers and Lion are part of receives financial assistance
from the government of Québec and meets the objectives of the 2030 Plan
for a Green Economy. www.economie.gouv.qc.ca/piv
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